Abstract. Let C"1"* be endowed with a hermitian form H of signature (p,q). Let Mr be the manifold of /--dimensional subspaces of C + q on which H is positive-definite and let E be the determinant bundle of the tautological bundle on Mr. We show (starting from the oscillator representation of SU(/>, q)) that there is an invariant subspace of Hr{p~r)(Mr, 0(E(p + k))) which defines a unitary representation of SU(/>, q). For W e M , Gr(r, W) is the subvariety of r-dimensional subspaces of W. Integration over Gr(r, W) associates to an r(p -r)-cohomology class a, a function P(a) on M We show that this map is injective and provides an intertwining operator with representations of SV(p, q) on spaces of holomorphic functions on Siegel space 0. Introduction. Let Cp+q be endowed with a hermitian form H of signature ( p, q) ■ U( p, q) is the invariance group of this form and SU(/>, q) the subgroup of linear transformations of determinant one. In this article we are concerned with a commutative diagram: oscillator representation cohomology of line -*-sections of holomorphic bundles on Mr bundles on Siegel space Here, r < p and Mr is the manifold of r-dimensional subspaces of Cp + q on which H is positive-definite. Siegel space is the same as M . The map 3> is the intertwining operator first studied by Gross and Kunze [10] , elaborated on by Howe [11], and completely explained by Kashiwara and Vergne [13] . The question of the existence of nontrivial Hubert spaces in the lower left corner was studied in detail by many authors in the late 70's, culminating in the paper of Rawnsley, Schmid and Wolf [21] . We refer to Appendix A of that paper for a detailed account of this history. Their paper studies such cohomology spaces in great generality, showing when they are non trivial and how to put an invariant Hilbert space structure on them. In §13 of that paper their general techniques are applied to SU(/?, q). Thus our construction is elementary and independent, but it is not new. It is clearly stated in their work that
Here, r < p and Mr is the manifold of r-dimensional subspaces of Cp + q on which H is positive-definite. Siegel space is the same as M . The map 3> is the intertwining operator first studied by Gross and Kunze [10] , elaborated on by Howe [11] , and completely explained by Kashiwara and Vergne [13] . The question of the existence of nontrivial Hubert spaces in the lower left corner was studied in detail by many authors in the late 70's, culminating in the paper of Rawnsley, Schmid and Wolf [21] . We refer to Appendix A of that paper for a detailed account of this history. Their paper studies such cohomology spaces in great generality, showing when they are non trivial and how to put an invariant Hilbert space structure on them. In §13 of that paper their general techniques are applied to SU(/?, q). Thus our construction is elementary and independent, but it is not new. It is clearly stated in their work that the representations arising in this way are highest weight modules, and therefore intertwine somehow with representations in spaces in the lower right corner. Furthermore, the results of Jakobsen and Vergne [15] indicate that the oscillator representation is lying somewhere in the background. In the present work (originally due to Patton and summarized in [18] ) the oscillator representation is brought into the foreground, the operator a is introduced, and the existence of nontrivial Hubert spaces on the lower left becomes elementary. Furthermore, the action of SU(/>, q) is just that introduced by Bargmann [2, 3] , viewed in a new light. That new light is provided by a realization of the oscillator representation in cohomology on C/'+'?: this cohomology was first constructed by Carmona [7] and Satake [26] . In [5] Blattner and Rawnsley give a reconstruction of this cohomology, and in [15] Mantini uses the Blattner-Rawnsley construction to define and study the map $ much as we do here; in fact, she does more: she calculates the differential operators which define the image of $.
The diagram finally is filled in by the map P which we call the Penrose transform: it is a generalization of the transform developed by Penrose [20] for the group SU(2,2). We prove an injectivity theorem which follows the lines of Eastwood, Penrose and Wells [8] and is an application, via a calculation, of the Borel-Weil-Bott theorem. In [9] , Eastwood also generalizes [8] and obtains these results for the case r = 1. The commutativity of the diagram (the fact that a, $ and P give intertwining operators) now follows explicitly from the formulae of Bargmann, or from the naturality of the geometric actions. The case r > 1 (discussed in §6) follows more or less directly from the case r = 1.
We now describe the oscillator representation so that we may expose the results of this article in detail. Write R2" = R" ffi R" as the space of pairs of zz-vectors, and let co be the usual symplectic form (o.i) H£)' H£)' /o = (? o')'
tí(x, y) ='yJ0x ='y2xx -'yxx2.
Let y be a complex structure on R2n compatible with co: J2 = -/, co(.Lc, Jy) = u(x, y).
Then (R2n, J) is a complex vector space with hermitian form hj(x, y) = u>(Jx, y) + i'co(jc, y). We shall let &(R2", J) denote the space of functions holomorphic on (R2", J), and (0.2) WJ = ife 6(R", J); f\f\2exp{-hj(x, x)) dx < ooj,
where by dx we mean normalized Lebesgue measure:
(0.3) je\p{-hj(x,x)) dx < oo.
Of course, (0.2) and (0.3) make sense only if h3 is positive-definite. Let Bq= [J; hj has signature (n -q, q)).
Then J*"= öJ&rJ is a Hubert space bundle over B0. The invariance group of co, Sp(zz, R), acts transitively on B0 by g ■ J = gJg'1, and the geometric action on
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use functions (/ -» / ° g_1) defines an isometry of J^7 with ¿Fg°J. Thus J^-» B0 is a homogeneous Sp(zz, Ä)-bundle. Now letp + q = n, and
Then J e Bq and U(p,q) is the isotropy subgroup of Jq (for details see [24] ). Since U(n) is the isotropy group of J0, the above-described action gives a unitary representation of iV(rz) on J^7» (we discuss this further in §2). The analog for general U(p,q) is harder to describe. In fact, there are two ways to so define a unitary representation of U(p,q), and it is the interrelation of these two ways which underlies § §3 and 4. The "classical way" is to realize J^7 as the representation space for the Heisenberg group H at the positive polarization. If Jx is another such polarization, by the Stone-von Neumann theorem J^"7' and ^J are equivalent as //-modules, so there is an intertwining operator (0.5) B°xJ:fFJ^&J, uniquely determined up to a scalar 0. (These are the BKS-operators of [4] , but were first explicitly given by Bargmann [2] .) For g e Sp(n, R), the maps
define a projective unitary representation of Sp(zz, R), whose restriction to SU(/z, q) we call the oscillator representation.
On the other hand, we can work directly on Bq. For J e Bq, Carmona [7] has described a representation of H on a space ^f7 of square-integrable (0, z/J-forms on (R2", J). Given Carmona's explicit description, we easily observe ( §3; see also [5] ) that the Jf7 carry a Hilbert space structure which is invariant under the geometric action of Sp(«, R). Thus Jf= \JS3^J is an Sp(zz, /?)-bundle over Bq and the oscillator representation is this action restriction to U(p, q), as the isotropy group of Jq. (Blattner and Rawnsley further show that Jf7 represents 9-cohomology on (R2n, J).) This approach shows us that the oscillator representation is a genuine (not just projective) unitary representation. Now, fix Cp + q = (R2n, J ) and write the hermitian form hj as h and //7« as Hq. A splitting of Cp + q is a pair of complementary subspaces S = (V,W) such that h\V » 0 and h\W «K 0. For S a splitting, let Js = Jq\V $ -Jq\W. Then Js e B0. Let J^5 = ^Js. Carmona's theorem is that Hq = fWs as //"-modules. Now, for g e SU( p,q), g « S = (g°V, g °W)is another splitting, and by the irreducibility of this //"-module we must necessarily have that the composition ¿FgS -> 3fCq -» ^s is Bargmann's intertwining operator BgS s for some 6. This observation is the basis for the main result of §4 which intertwines the oscillator representation with the geometric action on vector bundles on Siegel space. In [15] Mantini obtains the same results and more: she gives explicit descriptions of the parameters of the irreducible representations which result. Our result goes as follows.
Let Mp = {Ve Cp+q; dim F = p, h\V » 0}. For Ve Mp, let 3F v be the Hubert space of holomorphic functions, square-integrable in the measure exp(-h(x, x)) dx, and 77^ the orthogonal projection onto 3;V. S =\MFV isa Hubert space bundle over Mp. For any splitting S, &s is contained in the domain of rTv, and thus there is a map $s from#s to sections of the dual of êdefined by ®s(h)(V) = irv(h\V). In §4 we show that <I>S defines an intertwining operator from Jifq to sections of S".
For k > 0, let J^/ be the space of functions h in &s such that f(eiex) = e"">f(x).
These are the irreducible components of ¿Fs. Let Mf = {LgP(C+1);/z|L» 0}.
In §5 we describe a natural map of J^s into Hp~1(Ml, 0(E(-k -p))), where E is the hyperplane section bundle. We show in §5 that the geometric action of SU(p, q) on M, leaves the image invariant and intertwines with the oscillator representation. In §6 we generalize this to Serre duality). In §7 we verify that P is injective and commutes with the SU(/>, q)-action. The central line of reasoning and conception of the results is due to the first author and were reported in his article [18] . The second author became involved at the time of revision and contributed the proof of §7. We are indebted to Nolan Wallach for help with the criteria of the Borel-Weil-Bott theorem. Both authors benefited from discussions with others, notably V. Bargmann, R. Howe and W.
Schmid.
I. Notational conventions and other preliminaries. C is the space of (column) vectors of p-tuples of complex numbers, Cp+q is the direct sum of C and C, and C "'x " is the space of m by n complex matrices. We shall use the usual multi-index notation If X is a complex manifold, (9(X) or 0 is its sheaf of holomorphic functions. If V -» X is a holomorphic vector bundle, 0(V) is its sheaf of holomorphic sections and S(V) its sheaf of smooth sections. Tx is the holomorphic tangent bundle of X and A^-is the bundle of holomorphic p-forms on X, with sheaves of sections 0X and ß£, respectively. üp(V)(Sp-q(V)) is the sheaf of holomorphic /?-forms (smooth (p, q)-(forms)) with values in the bundle V. We shall writeSq for<?0<?.
U(p,q) is the group of complex linear transformations of Cp + q which leave invariant the form
where / is given by (0.4). SU(/z, q) is the group of those transformations in U(p,q) of determinant one. We shall denote SU(/>,0) by SU(/?), although in this paper it is often instructive to think of this group as SU(/?, q) with q = 0. For W a topological vector space, we let W' represent its dual. A hermitian product on W describes a complex isomorphism of IF with W'. P" is the projective space of complex one-dimensional subspaces of C" + 1. Let Qn+x _ c« + i _ r0| and let n. Q + i _, p« be the naturai projection. £(-1), the tautological bundle of P", is the bundle associated to this principal bundle. It is tautological in the sense that it associates to each p e P" itself as a subspace of C" + l. We define the bundle Q by the exact bundle sequence on P"
The hyperplane section bundle is the dual E of £(-1). For k a positive integer, E(k) (= & E) is the bundle of homogeneous polynomials of degree k on the tautological bundle. Its space of sections is the space lFk of homogeneous polynomials of degree k in n + 1 variables. If V -» P" is a holomorphic vector bundle we shall denote V ® E(k) by V(k).
If zQ,... ,zn are coordinates for C"+1, the ratios z0: ■ ■ ■ : zn are "homogeneous" coordinates for P". The vector field r = l>,ö/öz, is tangent to the fibers of tt: C£ + 1 -» P", so 77"1(2RP") is the quotient of C" + 1 by the span of T (as bundles on C£+1). Since the coefficients of T are homogeneous of degree 1, this descends to the exact bundle sequence on P":
O^C -» £(1)" + 1 -TP"^0. Comparing this with (1.2), we have that Q = TP"(-1). Taking determinants in (1.3) and dualizing, we obtain the canonical bundle (1.4) A"p" = £(-(rz + l)).
A function / on an open set in C" + 1 is homogeneous of degree k if and only if T(/) = kf. This condition thus describes the lifted sheaf ir~1(G>(E(k))). This leads to the following description on C£ + 1 of the cohomology of E(k) on P". Let Apk-q be the space of smooth ( p, çHforms) a defined on C£ +1 such that:
(ii) Tjda = 0, and (iii) rjzia = ka.
Then 3: Ap,'q -> Aprq+1 and
tj defines a nowhere vanishing zz-form on C" + 1 and, since tj is homogeneous of degree zz + 1, it descends to a holomorphic section of A"p"(zz + 1) which is, by (1.4), the trivial sheaf. Thus, in fact, tj generates //"°(P", E(n + 1)). Finally,
is an invariant volume form on P". G(r, n) is the Grassmanian manifold of r-planes in C". Let V denote the tautological bundle: V assigns to each point itself as a subspace of C". We define the bundle Q on G(r, n) by the exact sequence
The dual V is the bundle of linear functions on V and O* V is the bundle of homogeneous polynomials on the fibers. Once again (1.10) H°{G(r,n),Ok V)=pk, the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k on C". Let E = ArF, the determinant bundle of E. We shall write E(k) for Ek. Let C£Xr be the space of zz X r matrices with independent columns:
(1.11) C:Xr: {(zx,...,zr);zxA ■■■ Az,#0).
We have the natural projections GL(r, C) acts on C£Xr on the right; the fibers of 770 are the orbits and the fibers of 77 are the SL(r, C)-orbits. We now describe the analog of (1.6). Let T be the Euler field on £(-1) (the generator of the C*-action). For z = (z/) e C"Xr, let r0 = Iz/3/3z/.
Note that T0 is SL(r, C)-invariant and 77*ro = T. Since SL(r, C) acts freely on C* "x r, its Lie algebra can be realized by an SL( r, C)-invariant space of holomorphic vector fields on C£Xr, tangent to the orbits. Let Tx,...,Tri_xbea basis for this space. We take Apkq to be the space of smooth (p, c7)-forms a on C£Xr which vanish on tangents to the fibers to 77, and are SL(r, C)-invariant and homogeneous of degree kr along the orbits of ro. What is the same, (i) r,Ja = r,jo = 0,0 < i < r2 -1,
( 1 13) (Ü) r,Jz/a = r,Jz/a = 0,l < i < r2 -1, (iii) r0J da = 0, and (iv) roJ da = kra.
Then 3: Apkq -> Apkq+l and
tj is a nowhere vanishing holomorphic nr -r2 = r(n -r)-form which is homogeneous of degree nr and so defines a generator of Hr("~r)-0(G(r, n), &(E(n))). Finally, the invariant volume form on G(r, n) is
II. The compact case SU( p ). The results of this section are well known and are reviewed in a form useful to later sections. It is illustrative of our constructions to think of SU(/?) as SU(/>,0), the "dengenerate case".
We endow C p with the usual Euclidean inner product (z,w)='wz = £z,.w,., ||z||2 = (z, z).
Let ziju. represent Lebesgue measure, normalized so that
Let (2.1) J^= j/<= 0(C); ll/ll2 = /|/(z)|2exp(-(z, z» dp(z) < oo Proof. This follows from (1.13) and (1.14), but we can also argue directly. Since/ is homogeneous of degree k, fr\ is homogeneous of degree k + p, so /tj defines a global (0, p -l)-form on Mx with values in E(k + p). Considering ||z||2 as a section of £(1) ® £(1), we view a(f) as a global (0, p -l)-form with values in E(-k -p), and thus as a class on the right side of (2.7). Now, the Hilbert space pairing of &■ defines an isomorphism of &k with J^' and, by Serre duality, integration on Mx defines a pairing of right sides of (2.4) and (2.7). These pairings are obviously SU( p)-invariant, so it remains only to show that they are preserved by a0, a. Equivalently, we need to verify that <x0 is an isometry. But this is a straightforward calculation in polar coordinates: for/and g homogeneous polynomials of degree k, But this is precisely a, » a^1, so it gives us nothing new. Nevertheless, it is useful to review this situation, for these ideas underlie our discussion in §5.
To obtain new representations, we replace C by C?Xr, endowed with the tensor inner product (2.9) (z,w)= tr'wz = Ez/vv/. './ Let J* and Pk be defined as in (2.1), (2.2), but on CpXr. SU(p) X SU(r) acts unitarily on CpXr by multiplication on the left by the first factor and on the right by the second. The geometric action
gives a unitary representation on ÏFwith the J^ as invariant subspaces. Let J5"0 and fFk be the SU(r)-invariants of J^and¡Fk, respectively. For fe.9r0,fis (by Weyl's unitary trick) SL(r,C)-invariant, so/|CfXr descends (as in §1) to a function /holomorphic on £(-1) -Z (Z is the zero section and £ = AT7, the determinant bundle of £, as before). If / e J^°, / is also a homogeneous polynomial, so/extends to all of £(-1), and we must necessarily have that k is a multiple of r (recall (1.13), (1.14)). Proof. The proof is, as in the case of projective space, a consequence of Serre duality and a calculation that the map of (2.11) is an isometry.
III. The oscillator representation of SU(/?, q). We consider Cp+q as endowed with the hermitian form ( • , •) given by (1.1). We begin by reviewing the construction by Carmona [7] (see also [23, 25] ) of certain L2-cohomology spaces. We show that there is a natural unitary action of S\J(p, q) defined on these spaces and via the formulae of Bargmann [2, 3] , that this is the oscillator representation. This picture appears at the same time in Blattner and Rawnsley [5] , and Mantini [15] . For the general setting, see [19, 21, 22] .
Let S' be the space of smooth (0, r)-forms on Cp + q, and Sf those of compact support. Let U be the Banach space of (0, r)-forms whose coefficients are squareintegrable in the measure exp(-(z, z)) dxi(z). As a topological vector space, U is invariant under any coordinate change leaving the form ( • , • ) invariant, i.e., U is SU(/>, z¡r)-invariant.
Definition.
A splitting S of Cp + q is a pair of orthogonal complementary subspaces W+, W_ with W+ positive-definite and W_ negative-definite. This means that:
(i)C + <? = W+® W_,dimW+=p,dimW_= q, (ii) (v,v) > Ofort; e W+, (iii) (v, v) < 0 for v e W^, and (iv) (v, w) = 0 for v e W+, w e W_. (d6,<t>)s= (6, &s<t>)s, 0 e£¿-\<t> eêr.
The W-norm on S~ is defined by (3-6) WÍ -ll+lli + 113+lli + ll*s*llj, and we take Wf to be the completion of S~ in this norm. Note that the operators 'inclusion' 3, &s, as defined on S¿, are bounded in the IF-norm, so extend continuously to Wr to i, 3, f)s. It is easily verified that i is still injective.
3.7. Definition. Hrs = {co e Wf; 3w = dsw = 0}.
Note that i: H--> U is an isometry, so we may also consider H~ as a subspace of Lr. We now give Carmona's description of H-. K" = {^,eLq;^ = lim^,^eSq,^p^0}.
(b) Hq = {co e Kq; (co, 30) = 0 for all 6 e Sq-1}.
Hq is an SU(/z, z7)-module which has the SU(p, ^-invariant form (•, •). We now verify that the form is definite on Hq by defining an isometry of Hg with Hq.
Let 5 be a splitting with adapted coordinates z, and £,.
3.13. Lemma. There is a constant C > 0 such that for <p e eg (3.14) ll^<í>II^C(||3<í>||2 + ||<í>||2).
Proof. This is because [r)s, 3] is a 0th order operator with constant coefficients or, equivalently, apply (3.11) of [25, p. 201] , and add.
By this lemma, if <j> e Kq and <j>" are as in 3.12(a), then {cf>"} is Cauchy in Wg and so <j> e Wg as well.
3.15. Lemma. Hq = Kq n (dé'q-1)±".
Proof. If co e Hq, then co g Kq. Let <i> e Sq~l. Then (co,3»s=(#sco,<i>)s = 0, so co is on the right-hand side. Conversely, suppose u e Kq and co is orthogonal to the image of 3. Then, as observed above, co g Wf! and (&su>,<l>)s= (co,3<i>)s = 0 forall<i> e Sq~l, so #,jCo = 0 also. Finally, we note that in the adapted coordinates if w = Ha,jdz, A dij, </> = Yjb,jdz, A d£j, then (w. <t>)s = E jaijb,jzxp(-{z, z>) dp Thus SU( p, q) acts unitarily on Hq in this inner product.
Proof. By Lemma 3.15, 4> -%<#> is in the closure of the image of 3 for <p e Kq.
Thus, by (3.16) if « e H", (w, <f> -tTs<p) = 0. Thus
Remark. In [5] it is further proven that the closure of 3 has closed range, that Kq = Hq ®{Kq n(aLq~1)),
and Hq represents cohomology in the sense that each L2 3-closed form is cohomologous to precisely one form in Hq. This representation is explicitly related to Bargmann's realization of the oscillator representation as follows. Let g e SU(/>, q), and for S a splitting let S' = g ■ S. Let Bg-i be the operator (0.5) with Jx = Js, and / = Js. We have the diagram: s"8-.
(3.18) (/^s = %lo«s)-
The top row describes the oscillator representation and the bottom row the representation on Hq. To relate these representations we have to verify the commutativity of this diagram. Since the action on the left squares is always the geometric action, we easily have commutativity there. In the next section we shall explicitly verify the commutativity on the right. But this also follows from consideration of the Heisenberg group //": ßs and ¿3¿ intertwine representations of //" by Carmona's theorem, and so does Bg; so by the irreducibility there is a choice of 6 making the right side commutative.
Finally, we give the formula for Bg. Let g =(". d) and let z and £ be coordinates adapted to S. Then z' and £' are adapted to 5", where 
Lemma. <£> intertwines the geometric actions ofSU(p, q).
Proof. We have not verified that 4> takes values in locally square-integrable sections; that will be apparent in the next lemma. Here we make a formal calculation.
Let g e SU(p, q). Since g acts holomorphically and isometrically, it commutes with restriction and holomorphic projection: for co a ( p, 0)-form Thus the integral in (4.6) is dominated by (4.8) ||/)||s/|r(z)|exp(-||z||2/2 + \\Az\\2/2) dp(z).
But ||z||2 -\\Az\\2 ='z(I -A*A)z and, since T is homogeneous of degree k, we evaluate (4.8) by polar coordinates to obtain (4.9) \*JHh)(A)(T)\ < CA/,||r||K+||A||s(de't(/ -A*A)fk/2~\
Since h is a limit in || • ||s of polynomials, the integral in (4.6) is locally, uniformly in A, the limit of (z\ <!>k(p)) for polynomials P. But for polynomials the integral is obviously holomorphic in A, so it is for any h e .Wk.
To show the injectivity, we first must verify that the Taylor coefficients of ®f(h) at A = 0 are given by continuous linear functionals on fFk. Proof. This follows directly from the preceding lemmas. We also give a proof based on the computations of Bargmann which avoids Carmona's realization of the Schrödinger representation of the Heisenberg group.
Let Sx be a splitting with adapted coordinates zx and £x and for g e SU(p, q) let S2 = g ° Sx with adapted coordinates z2 and ¿2. Fix a V e Mp and let z3 and £3 be coordinates adapted to a splitting (V,W). That $A is an intertwining operator amounts to showing that there exists a choice of 6 such that $?> = $Sfili. where now
By analytic continuation from the case where L is hermitian (Bargmann [3] ), we obtain det(z7*zz1*">"1detL-1j"(zzf"1L-1zz*"z1)i'e-^ll2ziiu(z1) = h(if, zr1(z>*zz1*~'L-1zz*~'z1 -CZf)).
Note that a*La* = a*, b*a* = d~l[b\a* La* -c] and that, in particular, L is invertible. Thus the right-hand side may now be written (detzz*)r/-1/(zzr,z1)(",zz(z-1,A*zzr1z1)e-lk1ll2J/i(Zi).
Thus, if we choose 6 = det a*"1, this is the left-hand side of (4.12). The condition (3.19) on 6 is guaranteed since |det(zz*)_1 det(d*)\ = 1.
Remark. Since we already know the oscillator representation is unitary, <bk serves to unitarize the geometric action on sections of O* V. This is Manitini's point of view [15] . She explicitly identifies these bundles on Siegel space in terms of the irreducible representations they realize, and gives the differential equations describing the image of <bk. We shall give an abstract prescription for these in §7.
V. Representation in cohomology: projective space. Let M, be the collection of positive-definite lines in Cp+q: Mx is the image of Cp+q= {ve Cp+"; (v,v)> 0} in pp + i~1 ■ C£ + I?-* Mf is a principal C*-bundle whose associated line bundle is £ (-1) (recall (1.2) ). To each V e Mp corresponds a compact submanifold P(V') of Mf (the collection of lines of V) of dimension p -1. This is the maximum dimension of complex subvarieties of Af,, and we thus expect to find cohomology in degree p -1.
We represent cohomology on Mx by homogeneous data in CJ+?, as in (1.5), (1.6).
Let which, by putting (5.5) into (2.8), is
by (4.6) . This is true for all T, so the lemma is proved.
5.9. Theorem. There is a subspace of Hp~l(Mx, 0(E(-k -p))) which is a unitary representation space for SU( p, q) and an operator intertwining Hq with this subspace.
Proof. We have to show that [«$]<> «i"1: H" -> Hp-\MX, 0(E(-k -p))) is independent of S, and is the desired intertwining operator. For this we need the injectivity of P, which we shall prove in §7.
Let g G SU(/>, q) and feßks. Since g acts linearly, g • as(f) = ag.s(g ■/). Thus
is SU(p,q)-invariant, and the theorem follows from (3.18). This hermitian form has signature ( pr, qr). Let S= {V+,Vf) be a splitting of C" with adapted coordinates z¡ and £¿. Associated to S is the product splitting S = { Vr+, Vf) with adapted coordinates z{ = z, (y'th column), f/ = £, (/th column).
Let J%s be as defined in §4 for the oscillator representation on C"Xr and let Af be the space of positive-definite zjr-dimensional subspaces of C"Xr. We then have the intertwining operator of Theorem 4.11 : (6.2) d>sk:ßi^H0{Mpr,&V'), where 0a V is the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k on the tautological bundle of Gr( pr, nr). Now, we want to factor out the SL(r, C)-action on the right. Given a splitting 5 arising us above from a splitting on C", S is SL(r,C)-invariant, and thus SL(r, C) acts complex linearly in lheJs structure, and SU(r) preserves ( , )s.
¿F0sk is the space of SL(r, C)-invariant functions in <Fk. J^o'o is spanned by all polynomials in the entries of z'£, and ^0skr is the module over ¿FQS0 generated by the homogeneous polynomials of degree k in the functions where P is defined as follows.
For V g M , let Gr(r, F) be the set of r-dimensional subspaces of V. Gr(r, V) is a submanifold of Mr of dimension r(p -r), and by (2.12) we have the conjugate linear isomorphism (Serre duality) 9>: Hr(p~r\Gr(r, V), <5(E(-k -p))) = 0(k)y, the fiber of 8(k) at V. P is defined by P(a){V) = <?°[a]\Gr(rVy Now, the argument in §5 generalizes without any modification, save to verify the analogue of (5.8) which is
JGr(r,V4) JV+ for some constant K(p, k). We obtain, using again the injectivity of §7, Theorem 6.12. The diagram (6.10) is commutative. There is a subspace of Hp~1(Mx, 0(E(-k -p))) which is a unitary representation space for SU(/z, q), and an operator intertwining this with with a subrepresentation of the oscillator representation on C{p+1)Xr.
VII. Injectivity of the Penrose correspondence. In this section we shall generalize Theorem 5.1 of [8] , concluding that the maps P of § §5 and 6 are injective. First, we need to describe the general set-up of the Penrose correspondence.
Let p.: Y -> X be a holomorphic fibration of complex manifolds (dit is everywhere surjective). We consider dfi: TY -* p*(Tx) as a map of holomorphic bundles on Y. Let K = ker dxi; K is the bundle of vertical tangent vectors and has rank d = dim Y -dim X. Let A^ be the bundle of /z-forms on K and let Q,p be the sheaf of holomorphic sections of Ap.
For S^Ia sheaf we let ti~l(S) be the topological lift of S of Y, and when 5 is an Cy-sheaf p.*(S)=ll-1(S)»ll-l<0x)Oy.
Note that p.*(Ox) = 0Y. Proof. This is a standard fact, easily verified by using local coordinates. One checks that Í2p is defined by the exact sequence 0 -» /x*(ßr1) A ßV -^ ßy -> ®P -» °a nd obviously d2 = 0. Exactness is proven by the usual Poincaré lemma, treating the horizontal coordinates as parameters. and ¡i and v are the corresponding projections. For F G Mp, p(v'l(Mp)) = Gr(r, V), so for £ the hyperplane section bundle on Gr(r, p + q), the P defined in § §5 and 6 is just the Penrose correspondence defined above applied to E(-k -p) with sa = f(p -r)-Because of the homogeneity we need only verify (7.11) for one m g Mp to apply (7.10). We take m = Cp. We shall calculate the sheaves Bs(E(-j>)) over Gr(r, C'') and show that the Borel-Weil-Bott theorem applies to conclude (7.11) for v > p. Let z and £ be coordinates adapted to the splitting (Cp,Qq) so that CqXp parametrizes M with A = 0 corresponding to C. Let W e Gr(r,Cp). Then £ = 0 on W, so W c VA if and only if ^4|IF = 0. That is, p~l(W) is parametrized by (7.12) {A e CpXp;A\W= 0}
with A = 0 corresponding to (W,Cp) e Y. Since (7.12) is a linear space, it is the space of coordinates on the tangent K space to ¡i'1(W) at (W,Cp) as well; that is, (7.12) is fiivx')-We thus have the exact bundle sequence on Gr(r, C'') (7.13) 0 -* fi1 -(C')?-> F9-> 0,
where Fis the dual of the tautological bundle of Gr(r, C''). Comparing (7.13) with Thus we can have only l(w) = r(p -r).
